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ELCHE: Spain’s identity crisis looks to be well and truly
over after Marco Asensio inspired a 6-0 thrashing of
World Cup runners-up Croatia in the UEFA Nations
League on Tuesday.

Defeat to Russia in July prompted a change of coach
and doubts about the Spanish passing style but after an
impressive win over England at Wembley, Luis Enrique
has now overseen a demolition of Croatia too.

Asensio’s two long-range shots, the second cannon-
ing in off goalkeeper Lovre Kalinic, had Spain three up
before half-time in Elche, after Saul Niguez had earlier
headed home. Croatia, abject at the back, were no bet-
ter after the break. Asensio first threaded Rodrigo
Moreno through to finish before supplying the corner
for an unmarked Sergio Ramos to nod in number five. 

Isco then flashed a sixth into the top corner, again
Asensio the provider.

Two victories in four days mean Spain sit top of
League A’s Group Two, with a six-point gap over both
Croatia and England, who play each other in Rijeka
next month. Brushing aside two of the World Cup’s top
four teams, and one so emphatically, sends out its own
message, but just as satisfying for La Roja will be the
sense of pride restored. 

In particular, this display gave early vindication to
Luis Enrique’s methods. Spain still dominated posses-
sion but they looked forward faster, pressed Croatia
higher up and stretched them with balls wide and over
the top. There was no sign of the ponderous build-up
that suffocated them against Russia at the World Cup.
There was no sign either of Gerard Pique, Andres

Iniesta and David Silva, who all retired in the summer,
and are not yet being missed. 

Asensio was the star, his goal and trio of second-half
assists fully justifying his start ahead of Iago Aspas.

But Saul, who shone against England, was excellent
too in midfield, departing to a standing ovation at the
Estadio Martinez Valero, in the town where he was
born. For Croatia, this was a humbling loss that leaves
the current crop open to questions about how they
sustain momentum following that superb run in Russia.

Luka Modric and Ivan Rakitic, still at the top of their
games, embraced Real Madrid and Barcelona team-
mates in the tunnel and Croatia started brightly, with
Ivan Santini missing two decent early chances from
close range. Spain were more clinical. Ramos wafted a
ball out to Dani Carvajal whose stabbed cross was met
brilliantly by the arriving Saul. 

Asensio made it two with a crashing long-range
drive and two minutes later, his left foot unleashed
again, this one curling onto the bar and then in off the
unfortunate Kalinic’s back. 

Croatia looked stoney-faced as they emerged for
the second half but there was no improvement, either in
their intensity or defending.

Rodrigo raced clear and slotted through the legs of
Kalinic before Ramos headed in, unchallenged from
eight yards.

Isco added a late flourish, receiving a pass from
Asensio inside the box. He feigned to go one way but
pushed the ball the other, before slamming it into the
top corner to complete the rout. — AFP

Spain thrash World Cup finalists 
Croatia 6-0 in Nations League

Spain sit top of League A’s Group Two

ELCHE: Spain’s defender Jose Luis Gaya (C) and Spain’s midfielder Dani Ceballos (L) challenge Croatia’s forward
Marko Rog during the UEFA Nations League A group 4 football match between Spain and Croatia at the Manuel
Martinez Valero stadium in Elche on Tuesday. — AFP

LEICESTER: England manager Gareth Southgate
recognised his side have vast room for improve-
ment despite bouncing back from three consecu-
tive defeats as a much-changed team edged past
Switzerland for a 1-0 friendly win thanks to
Marcus Rashford’s winner.

However, the Three Lions again failed to hit the
heights from their World Cup campaign, particu-
larly in a poor first 45 minutes that provoked
strong words between the players at half-time.

Southgate, though, did at least stave off an
unwanted record of becoming the first England
boss to oversee four straight defeats and further
puncture the feel-good factor of a run to the
World Cup semi-finals.

“It’s not been a perfect week by any means but
we finish with a win, which is important moving
forward,” said Southgate. “We had a tactical prob-
lem to sort out and so many lads playing their first
45 minutes of the season,” he added of the first-
half display.

“It was a tall order to ask them to play against
an excellent Switzerland side, they kept the ball
well and we had to chase too much. There was
plenty of room for improvement.”

The two teams could have met in the quarter-
finals in Russia had the Swiss not limped out of the
competition with a whimper to Sweden in the last
16. England proved far too strong for the Swedes
before falling short against Croatia in the last four,
but it is Switzerland who have so far bounced back
from their World Cup disappointment the stronger.

Vladimir Petkovic’s side thrashed Iceland 6-0 to
kickstart their Nations League campaign and were
the better side for the first 45 minutes at the King
Power. “We could have been two or three nil down
at half-time,” said England full-back Danny Rose.
“It’s great we can all shout at each other and tell
each other to improve like we did.”

Southgate insisted after being outplayed for the
majority of a 2-1 defeat by Spain in his side’s inau-
gural Nations League encounter on Saturday that
England must persist with his intention to improve
on playing out from the back under pressure.

However, it nearly cost the hosts the opening
goal twice in a matter of seconds inside the first 10
minutes. Jack Butland misplaced a pass which
rolled dangerously close to his own goal, and when
the goalkeeper’s next clearance to James
Tarkowski was cut out by the Swiss high press,
Xherdan Shaqiri should have scored rather than
striking the post on his weaker right foot.

Southgate has lamented England’s failure to
produce midfielders of the calibre that Croatia and
Spain possess.  But his side, containing nine
changes from the weekend, was struggling even to
cope with the Swiss’ passing and movement as the
visitors enjoyed nearly 65 percent possession
before the break.

A more positive start to the second period for
the hosts was rewarded with the only goal on 54
minutes when Kyle Walker’s hanging cross to the
back post was swept home by Rashford for his
fifth international goal.

The importance of holding on for a morale-
boosting win for Southgate was shown as he intro-
duced a host of regular starters, including captain
Harry Kane off the bench for the final quarter.
Shaqiri came closest to an equaliser, but saw his
fierce strike bravely blocked by John Stones as
England held out for victory. — AFP

Rashford gets 
England back to 
winning ways 
over Switzerland

REYKJAVIK: Romelu Lukaku scored two goals as
World Cup semi-finalists Belgium began their Nations
League campaign with a comfortable 3-0 win away to
Iceland on Tuesday. Eden Hazard converted a 29th-
minute penalty after a foul on Lukaku, with the
Manchester United striker netting a quick-fire second
before adding a third in the closing stages.

Lukaku, also on the mark in Friday’s 4-0 friendly
defeat of Scotland, was brought down by a clumsy
tackle from Sverrir Ingason and Hazard rolled the
resulting spot-kick to the left of Hannes Halldorsson.

He then got himself on the scoresheet two minutes
later by following up a rebound after a powerful
Vincent Kompany header was pawed into his path by
Halldorsson.

Thomas Meunier struck the outside of the post on
the hour, although Belgium ultimately transformed their
dominance into a third with nine minutes to play as
Lukaku slotted away a fizzing cross from Dries
Mertens. Roberto Martinez’s side move level on three
points with Switzerland, who demolished Iceland 6-0 in
St Gallen on Saturday.

Earlier, The Republic of Ireland ended a controver-
sial week with a 1-1 friendly draw in Poland on Tuesday
as Millwall striker Aiden O’Brien scored on his debut.

Manager Martin O’Neill had to defend his assistant
coach Roy Keane after a leaked recording appeared to
reveal the former Manchester United captain swearing
at midfielder Harry Arter and striker Jonathan Walters
as they prepared for matches earlier this year.

Midfielder Arter, 28, has not played international
football since.

Having been thrashed 4-1 by Wales in their Nations
League opener last Thursday, it looked for much of the

second half as though the Irish would secure a morale-
boosting win, but Mateusz Klich grabbed a late
equaliser for Poland in Wroclaw.

After a slow first 30 minutes, Arkadiusz Milik struck
a long-range shot straight at Irish goalkeeper Darren
Randolph as Poland struggled to break down a solid
Ireland defence without Bayern Munich striker Robert
Lewandowski, who was rested despite sitting on 99
international appearances.

The visitors were almost the architects of their own
downfall on the stroke of half-time, but after two failed
efforts to clear a simple cross into the box, midfielder

Grzegorz Krychowiak couldn’t force the ball home.
Ireland finally managed their first shot on target ear-

ly in the second half, with Bristol City midfielder Callum
O’Dowda’s speculative strike easily held by Wojciech
Szczesny. But that appeared to wake up O’Neill’s side,
and they grabbed a 54th-minute lead as the 24-year-
old O’Brien met an O’Dowda cross to nod past a help-
less Szczesny and into the net.

Poland continued to dominate possession without
regularly threatening, but Klich played a neat one-two
with Milik before slotting home in the 87th minute,
despite Ireland calls for an offside flag. — AFP

Lukaku bags double 
as Belgium sweep 
Iceland aside

REYKJAVIK: Iceland’s Gylfi Thor Sigurdsson (L) and Belgium’s Vincent Kompany vie for the ball during the
Nations League football match between Iceland and Belgium on Tuesday, in Reykjavik, Iceland.  — AFP

JOHANNESBURG: Liberia president and former world foot-
baller of the year George Weah made a surprise return to inter-
national football Tuesday at the age of 51 in a 2-1 friendly defeat
by Nigeria.

The international match in Monrovia was organised to ‘retire’
the number 14 shirt worn by Weah, who was voted world,
European and African footballer of the year in 1995. Weah, who
scored a landslide victory in presidential elections last
December, is the only African footballer to win the world and
European awards.

Instead of watching the match against Nigeria from the
grandstand, he captained his country and showed glimpses of
former skills before being substituted 12 minutes from time.

Weah received a standing ovation when leaving the pitch in
the capital of a west African country where football is the most
popular sport. 

Team-mates of Weah wore shirts with “Thank you King
George” on them as a tribute to the legend who retired from
international football 16 years ago.

Libera are ranked 47th of 54 African football nations and
158th in the world. The last of their two Africa Cup of Nations
tournament appearances was 16 years ago.

Weah played in Liberia, the Ivory Coast and Cameroon
before moving to Europe, where his clubs included Paris Saint-
Germain, Monaco, Marseille and AC Milan.  He also had brief
spells with Chelsea and Manchester City before finishing his
career in the United Arab Emirates playing for Al Jazira. In the
friendly match, Nigeria built a two-goal half-time lead thanks to
Henry Onyekuru and Simeon Nwankwo and Sherman Kpah
converted a late penalty for Liberia. — AFP

MOSCOW: Russia winger Denis
Cheryshev, one of the standout per-
formers at the World Cup, is under
investigation for an alleged doping
violation, local media reported yes-
terday. “This case is currently being
investigated by the Spanish Anti-
Doping agency,” the Russian daily
Sport Express quoted a World Anti-
Doping Agency press spokesperson
as saying.

“They will inform WADA about
the results of their investigation.”
The 27-year-old came under suspi-
cion after his father said in an inter-
view that the footballer had received
growth hormone treatment before
the World Cup. The taking of a
growth hormone without a thera-
peutic use exemption can result in a
four-year ban. Cheryshev’s father
later said he was misquoted by the
journalist. The Villarreal midfielder,
on-loan to Valencia this season,
meanwhile denied any wrongdoing.
“I think we’d better leave this case in
the hands of medics, who have done
everything right,” he told Sport
Express. 

my part everything was honest
and I think there will be no prob-
lems.” Cheryshev scored four goals
as hosts Russia reached the World
Cup quarter-finals. —AFP
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